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	ABSTRACT: The goal of this project is to generate green fluorescence protein (GFP) labeled Ca. Liberibacter asiaticus (Las), test its application in study of Las movement and distribution in planta, and investigate the control effect of different measurements including heat treatment and antimicrobial treatment. Las and other HLB-associating Liberibacters have not been cultured outside of their hosts in cell-free artificial culture media; therefore, traditional molecular and genetic analyses cannot be applied. This has greatly hampered our efforts to understand the virulence mechanisms of Las. We have been looking for alternative approaches to genetically manipulate Las in vivo. This has been made possible by the large population of Las in psyllid and availability of molecular tools to perform genetic manipulation in vivo. Alternatively, Las can survive for a short time in the media after acquired from psyllid gut and we aim to genetically modify Las with GFP immediately after Las being acquired from psyllids. To achieve the goal of this study, we will pursue the following specific objectives:1) GFP labeling of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus. 2) Elucidation of plant-Las interaction through real-time monitoring of Las movement and multiplication in planta using GFP labeled Las.3) Investigate the effect of different control approaches on the dynamic population of Las in planta using GFP labeled Las.Previously, the reporter plasmid, pBAM1::R-PgyrA-GFP, composed of Tn5 and narrow host-range origin was constructed and therefore the GFP gene can be inserted into the genome of bacteria. However, it was only successfully transferred into a genome of Pseudomonas fluorescence with low transformation efficiency and failed with other bacteria including Escherichia coli DH5α, Sinorhizobium meliloti Rm1021, and Liberibacter crescens BT-1. Recently, pDH3::PgyrA-GFP was constructed which has a wide bacterial host range replicon, repW, but cannot be inserted into a genome. Transformation of E. coli by PEG mediated method with pDH3::PgyrA-GFP showed high transformation efficiency (~2 x 104 CFU/µg of DNA) than with previous reporter plasmid (failed). Following application with L. crescens BT-1 by electroporation was also successful (1.9 x 103 CFU/µg of DNA). Transformants and the GFP expression in L. crescens BT-1 were confirmed by PCR and fluorescent microscopic analysis, respectively. As L. crescens is a phylogenetically closest species to Ca. L. asiaticus, there is a possibility that pDH3::PgyrA-GFP would be useful for GFP labeling of Ca. L. asiaticus. We have further confirmed the Lcr-GFP using western blot. The GFP plasmid is being used to transform Las. To facilitate Las transformation, we have tested multiple novel methods of culturing. Las population was observed to decrease at the beginning, and increase slowly. We are in the process of repeating and optimization of the methods.2) We have conducted Las movement and multiplication in planta based on qPCR method. One manuscript has been submitted. 3) We have been testing the effect of different control approaches including application with bactericides. One manuscript has been submitted.  
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